
USENIX Security ‘18 • August 15–17 • Baltimore, MD
https://www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity18 • The 27th USENIX Security
Symposium brings together researchers, practitioners, system administrators, system pro-
grammers, and others interested in the latest advances in the security and privacy of 
computer systems and networks.
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The following BSD-related conferences will take
place in August and September of 2018.

OpenZFS Developer Summit • Sept 10–11 • San Francisco, CA
http://open-zfs.org/wiki/OpenZFS_Developer_Summit • The sixth annual OpenZFS
Developer Summit will take place September 10-11, 2018 in San Francisco. As with pre-
vious years, the goal of the event is to foster cross-community discussions of OpenZFS
work and to make progress on some of the projects that have been proposed. 
This 2-day event consists of a day of presentations and a 1-day hackathon.
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BSDCam 2018 • August 15–17 • Cambridge, UK
https://bsdcam.cl.cam.ac.uk • The 2018 Cambridge FreeBSD DevSummit 
(BSDCam) will take place August 15-17, 2018, in Cambridge, UK. The event 

is run “un-conference style” in that we brainstorm the actual session schedule on the first morning,
with a focus on interactive topics that reflect the interests and exploit the knowledge of the attendees.

Grace Hopper 2018 • Sept 26–28 • Houston, TX
https://ghc.anitab.org/2018-attend/ • The Grace Hopper Celebration is the 
world’s largest gathering of women technologists. It is produced by AnitaB.org 
and presented in partnership with ACM.

EuroBSDCon 2018 • Sept 20–23 • Bucharest, Romania
https://2018.eurobsdcon.org • EuroBSDcon is the European annual technical 
conference gathering users and developers working on and with 4.4BSD (Berkeley 
Software Distribution) based operating systems family and related projects.

FOSSCON • August 25 • Philadelphia, PA
https://fosscon.us A Free and Open Source software conference held annually

in Philadelphia PA, FOSSCON brings together users of Free and Open Source Software from a wide
variety of fields. 

Write the Docs+Open Help • August 18-22 • Cincinnati, OH
http://www.writethedocs.org/conf/cincinnati/2018/ A conference focused on all things related to
software documentation.


